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Introduction.

In 1897 Thybaut| showed that minimal surfaces admit of transformations

which are very similar to the Bäcklund transformations of pseudospherical

surfaces. The given minimal surface S and the transform Sx ave the focal

sheets of a ^congruence. This transformation is such that the minimal sur-

faces S and Sx adjoint to S and Sx respectively are the sheets of an envelope

of spheres whose centers lie on a surface applicable to a paraboloid of revolu-

tion, by the theorem of Guichard. DarbouxJ and Bianchi§ have considered

the pairs of isothermic surfaces which are at the same time in conformai corre-

spondence and form the envelope of a family of spheres, and have thus estab-

lished a transformation from a given isothermic surface to another isothermic

surface which together form such a pair. Bianchi has shown that these trans-

formations admit of a theorem of permutability very similar to the theorem of

this kind which obtains for the Bäcklund transformations.

In the present paper we shall show that there is a transformation of surfaces

with isothermal spherical representation of their lines of curvature, changing

such a surface into one of the same kind. When in particular the given surface

is minimal its transform is minimal and the surfaces are in the relation of S and

Sx mentioned above.

It is known that if tangents be drawn to a surface and perpendicular to the

direction of an infinitesimal deformation of the surface, these tangents form a

^congruence for which the given surface is one of the focal sheets. If the

given surface be minimal and it be required that the lines of curvature corre-

spond on the two surfaces, the second focal surface also is a minimal surface.

* Presented to the Society April 27, 1907.    Received for publication May 3, 1907.

t Sur la déformation du paraboloide, etc., Annales de 1' École Normale (3), vol. 14 (1897),

pp. 45-96.

XSur les surfaces isothermiques, Annales del' Eoole Normale (3), vol. 16 (1899), pp. 491-

608.

§ Ricerche suite superficie isoterme e sulia deformazione délie quadriche, Annali di Matemática

(3), vol. 11 (1905), pp. 93-157.
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In this way we get the Thybaut transformations of minimal surfaces and

obtain the equations of condition on two functions w and ep and a constant m,

which determine the transformation. The relation between the two surfaces

being perfectly reciprocal, the first is a transform of the second and the trans-

formation functions are expressible simply in terms of m, ep, w.

We have remarked that the minimal surfaces S and Sx, adjoint to the

minimal surfaces S and Sx which are Thybaut transforms of one another, are

the sheets of an envelope of spheres whose centers lie on a surface applicable to

a paraboloid of revolution. By means of a theorem of Moutard we show in

§ 4 that with each surface whose lines of curvature have isothermal spherical

representation there are associated oo4 surfaces of the same kind, each of which

forms with the given one the envelope of a family of spheres depending upon

two parameters. The determination of these new surfaces is the same problem

as finding the functions m, ep, w of a Thybaut transformation and quadra-

tures.    We call the surfaces under discussion the surfaces 2.

The transformations which we have discovered possess the following theorem

of permutability : If a surface 2 be tranaformed into two aurfacea 2, and 22

of the same kind by means of transformations involving the constants mx and

m2 respectively, there exists a surface 2' which is the transform of 2, and 22

by means of transformations involving m2 and mx respectively ; and this sur-

face can be found without quadrature.

We shall say that these four surfaces 2, 2,, 22, 2' form a quatern. These

transformations of the surfaces 2 carry with them a transformation of the sur-

faces of centers of the spheres enveloped by the several pairs of surfaces 2 ; and

these latter transformations evidently possess a theorem of permutability similar

to the above. In §7 it is shown that if four surfaces 2, 2,, 22, 2', form a

quatern involving the constants mx, m2, each can be transformed by means of a

transformation involving a third constant m3 in such a way that the four new

surfaces also form a quatern.

In § 8 we call attention to the fact that surfaces with plane lines of curvature

in both systems are surfaces 2 and show that the determination of their trans-

formations reduces to quadratures. When these transforms also have plane

lines of curvature in both systems, the surfaces of centers of the spheres

enveloped by pairs of them are surfaces of translation whose generators are in

perpendicular planes. Moreover, the cyclides of Dupin play an important rôle

in the theory.

We close with a discussion of the surfaces 2 with spherical lines of curvature

in one system. In particular, we find that when the curves v = const, of a

minimal surface are spherical there can be found by quadratures an infinity of

surfaces 2 for which the curves v = const, are spherical and another infinity for

which the curves u = const, are spherical.
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§ 1.  Transformation of Thybaut.

Let S be a minimal surface referred to its lines of curvature, and let the

parameters be so chosen that the linear element of \he surface and of its

spherical representation can be written*

(1) ds2 = e-e(du2 + dv2),

and

(2) ds'2 = e-2e(du2 + dv2)

respectively.    Now 0 is a solution of the equation

d20     d20

du2+dvi(3) A3 + a-i - e "'

Moreover, every solution of this equation gives a minimal surface.

From (1) and (2) it follows that the second fundamental coefficients of the

surface are

(4) D-If'-1,        #=0.

Denote by Xx, Yx, Zx; X2, Y2, Z2; X, Y, Z; the direction cosines of the

tangents to the curves v = const., u = const, on the surface and of its normal.

Thus
ox dx

From these are found readily f

*** — b±X-r*X        Ô^ = -6-X d-?=e->X
du dv     2 ou       dv     •' du l'

d-*-d°T           *5-      e-lx+e->X         d-X-      e-°X
dv   ~du    2' dv-du    1+ ' dv-e   **>

and similar expressions in the F~and Z.

The minimal surface S adjoint to S is given by quadratures of the form J

dx     dx dx dx

* ' du~ dv'        dv ~       du'

The linear element of S and of its spherical representation are the same as for

S and the second fundamental coefficients have the values

(8) P = Z>" = 0,       P' = l.

Hence the parametric curves on S are its asymptotic lines.

* Bianchi, Lezioni, II, p. 335.

tlbid., I, p. 123 ; German translation, p. 94.

Í Ibid., II, p. 336.
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Denote by w the characteristic function in an infinitesimal deformation of S;

then w is any solution of the equation

d2w      d0dw     d0dw

*• ' du dv      dv du      du dv ~

The direction-cosines of the direction of deformation of S ave proportional to the

coordinates, x0, y0, z0, of a surface S0. When a solution w of equation (9) is

known, these coordinates are given by the quadratures!

If lines be drawn tangent to S and perpendicular to the direction of the

infinitesimal deformation of S, they form a ^congruence, for which S is one

of the focal sheets.   Moreover, this is a general construction for TF-congruences. J

Denote by co the angle which the line so drawn at a point of S makes with

the tangent to the curve v = const, at the point ; then

2a;0 ( Xx cos co + X2 sin co ) = 0,

or

(11) cos co : sin co = 2x0 X2 : — 2a;0 Xx.

We shall put this result in a more suitable form.

We introduce the function T defined by

(12) P=2Xx0,

and in accordance with equation (9) we put

Í13) Ü = e2«— î±=^é* — .
*    ' du du ' dv dv

From (12) we get by differentiation

dT d\lr dT d-Jr
(14) ^ = e~^x0Xx-^,        ^=-e~^x0X2-^.

It is readily found that

^(e°Zx0Xx)=^(e>2x0X2).

In consequence of this equation we define a function ep so that

(15) ^'«•V..       5^ = ^^x0X2,

* Ibid., II, p. 7 ; German translation, p. 291.

t Ibid., p. 6 ; German translation, p. 290.

t Ibid., II, pp. 52, 53 ; German translation, p. 316.
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where m is an arbitrary constant.    With the help of (6) and (10) the second

differential coefficients of 6 are reducible to

d2ep_d0deb     d0dcf> u
du2 ~ du du     dv dv '

(16) ** _d0dcb     dOdcb
^     ' dudv     dv   du       du dv'

d2é_      d0def>     d0dc\>

dv2 ~       du du      dv dv

We return to the consideration of the congruence of tangents to S. The

coordinates of a point on the tangent at the point (x, y, z) are, in consequence

of (11) and (15), of the form

(") *-+£(£*-£4
where \ is a function of u and v.    Differentiating with respect to u and v, we

get

§.[e-.xr+e.(i-x„)]x,-,-..¿gx+^x,-^x^,

(18) d% Xdcb e~efdcb dé     \d\
^=[e-xr-e*(l-X.)]X,-e--^X+-(^X1-^X2)^

We denote by Sx the second focal sheet" of the above congruence and proceed

to find the value of X, in order that the coordinates of Sx be given by (17).

Also we denote by X', Y', Z' the direction-cosines of the normal to Sx. They

are of the form

(19) X' = aX+b(^Xx+Ô-^X2),

where a and b are functions of u and v such that

dx dx,
2X'^P=0, 2X'^=0.

du dv

These equations reduce to

e-2»- ^a-[e-'X2,+ e«(l-Xw)]^5 = 0,
m dv L v /J dv

(20) X deb deb
e-2"- V-a-re-«X2T-e<,(l-XM))1^6 = 0.

m du L v /J ou

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 11
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When S is not a surface of revolution, that is when 0 is a function of both u

and v, the function eb also is a function of both u and v.*

It will be found later that for the cases to be considered the function a is

always different from zero.

Eliminating a and 6 from equations (20), we get X = 1/w, so that the coor-

dinates of the second focal sheet are of the form

(21) < *-* + S(§^-^)-
Now equations (18) become

?3_fldíd^x+e->(- + —^—\x-e-2» — ^X
du mw2 dv  du     l \w     mw2 du du )    2 mw dv     '

(22)
dfik=e-JT_L^^W+ — -■* — X-e-2»-^- d^X.
dv ~        \w     mw2 dv dv J     l     mw2 du dv     2 mw du

Since the congruence is a IF"-congruence, the parametric lines on Sx are

asymptotic. Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that Sx be a minimal

surface is that these lines be orthogonal. We shall limit our discussion to

PP^congruences of this kind.f

From (22) it follows that the condition of orthogonality reduces to

dw cfwV I dcj>\2    /^Vl T\dAdJ^_dA^\      -2»   ,y^_0
du  dv |_\ du J      \ dv ) J L ̂ u  cv       dv du \ du dv ~

Since to is a function of both u and v,$ we can replace this equation by

"[(Ä) + (Ä)>-'
where yfr is given by (13).

If we define a function w by

ó = yjt + w

*For, if 3»/ôu = 0, it follows from (15) that 2x0X1 = 0. Differentiate with respect to «;

this gives 2ir0.X'l = 0, since BB/du + 0. Hence z0/X^y0/Y—z<l/Z=p, where p is a factor of

proportionality. If x„, y0 and z0 be replaced by these values in equations (10) and similar

equations in j/0 and z0, we are brought to a set of inconsistent equations. Hence <p is a function

of both « and v.

t From (19) it is seen that when a = 0 the normals to £ and Sx are perpendicnlar, so that the

congruence is normal. But the condition that S, be minimal as well as S carries with it the

correspondence of the lines of curvature on the two surfaces. However, the lines of curvature

correspond on the two focal sheets of a normal JF-congruence only when these sheets are pseudo-

spherical (Bianchi, I, p. 283 ; German translation, p. 244).    Hence a + 0.

X As we have excluded the case where 6 is a f unotion of u or v alone, it is seen from (9) that to

is a constant if it is not a function of both u and v.

dé do'
du dv

d-\lr dip-

du dv

— w

deb dé

fdu  dv

dyjr d-ty

du  dv

0,
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and substitute this expression in the above equation, it becomes

(d w     dwy

1+1
du       dv

dw     dw     dwdw\

du      dv      du dv  \

dyjr + dyjr+d-sjrdyjrl=®'

du      dv      du dv I

If this equation be differentiated with respect to u and v and we make use of

equations (13) and (16), we find that in each case the resulting equation can be

made to vanish identically by taking w constant. Now the above equation of

condition reduces to

and from (13) it follows that

(A) ^ = e*» — ^ = _«'«--.
^   '                               du           du* dv dv'

In consequence of these equations and (15), equations (14) can be written in

the form
dT    dw deb dT      dw deb

du~ du du* dv ~ dv dv'

Thus far the function ef> has been defined only to within an additive constant,

hence in all generality we can write the integral of the above equations in the

form

(24) mT=w — meb.

Now equations (16) and (23) assume the fundamental forms

cPeb      d0dé     d0dcp M

du2 ~ dudu      dv dv '

(B) ^ _d6d6     d0dA

dudv      dv du      du dv

d2cb d0deb     dOdé
lfv2=-o^dü + dv--dv+meW-mé + W>

m    '-»mh^)']-2^-"-
Moreover equations (20) reduce to

a = e'mTb.
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Substituting in (19) and expressing the condition

X'i+Y't+Z'2 = l,

we get

6V»m2tf»2 = 1.

From (18) it is found that we must take

6 = — e~*fmep,
so that (19) becomes

m        x'=(i-^)x_5(^x1+^x,).

From (22) we find for the linear element of Sx

(26) ds[ = e-2» t, (du2 + dv2) ;

and consequently the linear element of its spherical representation is

(27) ds'^f'^dtf + dv2).

The transformation (21) from the surface S to the second minimal surface Sx

was discovered by Thybaut.* By retracing the steps in the foregoing develop-

ment it is readily shown that every pair of functions ef>, w satisfying the funda-

mental equations (A), (B), ( C), determine a transformation of Thybaut.

Denote by Sx the adjoint minimal surface of Sx; its coordinates are given by

*    ' du dv to1'        dv       du ~        w2'

where

(29)

x'-l e~2° í3*)*-11 x + c~" d*d(t>x   e~"di>X
1 |_mebw \du J J     '      mebw du dv     2     mcb du      '

x,=        e-2» deb deb x        \1_'rU (d*V~\X       e~tÔOX.
2 mebw du dv     1      |_        mebw \ dv J J    2     mcb dv

As thus defined the functions Xx, Yx, Z'x; X2, Y2, Z2, are the direction-

cosines of the tangents to the curves v = const., u = const., respectively, on Sx-

In consequence of equations (7) we can write the integral of equations (28)

in the form

(30) xx = x-^\e-d/ Xx + e-d^Xi + x\.
v/ • m\_wdu1wdv2

This equation and similar ones for yx and », define the transformation from

*<Sttr la deformation du paraboloide et sur quelques problèmes qui s'y rattachent. Annales de-

l'École Normale, ser. 3. vol. 14 (1897), p. 45.
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S to Sx which is entirely complementary to the Thybaut transformation of

their adjoint surfaces S and Sx.

Referring to equations (25), we see that equation (30) can be written in

the form

(30') x. - - X' = x - ™ X.
v     ' *     w w

Hence the normals to S and Sx at corresponding points M, Mx, meet in a point

Jf0 which is distant eb/w from M and Mx. Therefore the surfaces S and Sx

are the sheets of the envelope of the spheres of radius eb/w whose centers are

on the surface which is the locus of M0. It can be shown that the latter surface

is applicable to a paraboloid of revolution.*

§ 2. Inverse transformation of Thybaut.

Since S and Sx are the focal sheets of a congruence the relation between

them is entirely reciprocal so that there is a Thybaut transformation from the

latter into the former. We denote the transformation functions by ef>x, wx, mx

and seek their form.

The equations of transformation are of the form

1 T mlwl \dv      '       du     2 ) *

where, in consequence of (27),

,w
«-»> = e»T-

9

Replacing sé,, Xx, X2 by their values from (21) and (29), we get an equation

of the form

AX1 + BXt+CX=0,

where A, B, C are determinate functions of the above quantities. Since the

same relation holds for JTand Z, these functions must vanish identically. This

gives the three equations

mw dv     mxwxeb\_meb\du J J dv      mmxwxeb2 du  dv  du        *

_l a? l     dcbdcbd^x       i    r i (dcb\2_ M  Win

mw du      mmxwxcb2 du  dv   dv      mxwxeb{\mep\dv )      e  W\ du        '

deb debx ,d<Pd<f>i_0
du   dv      dv  du

We replace the last equation by

debx deb debx deb

du =   ~pdu' !fo=p~Ôv~'

•Bianchi, II, p. 333.
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and find by substitution that the first two equations are satisfied if

Hence

*      ' dit. imtiY-

r       mw2

dfh_mi^i<Pc-2sd<b d<Pi_^i^éc^2Bdé
du mw2 du' dv        mw2 dv '

But pj and wx must satisfy equations of the form (A), which are for the

present case

/32) ££' = e-2» ̂  —' ^! = - e-2° ^ —*.
^    ' du w2 du ' dv w2 dv

Subtracting these equations from (31), we get

dwx mxwx deb dwx mxwx deb

du ~        mcb   du' dv mcb   dv '

of which the integral is

"•-(?)5-
with a particular choice of the constant of integration which has no effect upon

the generality of the solution.

Now equations (31) reduce to

(88) s&—âfê^'-îÊ. aé-^(l)-~*~a4-
v    '     du mw \epJ du dv      mw \epf dv

The functions cf>x and wx must satisfy equations of the form (B).    The second

of these is

a*9i
dudv dv   °\      w ) du      du   * \      w J dv

When the values from (33) are substituted in this equation, it reduces to

mx = m.    Consequently by means of (A) equations (33) can be reduced to

dcbx 1 dw dcbx 1   dw

du ~       w2 dw ' dv w2 dv

Hence the functions determining the transformation from Sx into S are given by

(34) ^ = to'        "i"*^        mx = m.

§ 3.  The associate surfaces 20.

Equation (9) is the tangential equation of the surfaces with the same spherical

representation of their lines of  curvature as S.    Each solution  W of  this
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equation determines such a surface. We call them surfaces 2. The function

W gives the distance from the origin to the tangent plane and the rectangular

coordinates (f, n, f) are of the form *

*-™+"(T-£+T-i)-
or in consequence of (6),

fdW dW     \
(35) l = WX+e^^Xx--^X2y

These surfaces 2 are evidently associate to S, for the lines of curvature of the

former have the same representation as the asymptotic lines of the latter.

Since the function w of a Thybaut transformation of S is a solution of

equation (9), every transformation of this kind carries with it the determination

of a surface associate to S. We denote this surface by 20 and by 2q the square

of the distance from a point on 20 to the origin.   From (35), (A) and ( C) we get

2q = 2meb-w.

Denoting by wri the second derived covariants of the function w with respect to

the linear element of the spherical representation of S we get from (A) and (B)

d2w     d0dw      d0 dw ,.,    .

Wn=M+du-&f-dv--dv=mW+e -"(«"P-»)>

d2w      d0 dw      d0dw M,    .
w»--W-eH to + dv 'dv = - mw +e   (m(f> - w)-

The sum of the radii of principal curvature of 20 has the value f

Pi + P2 = e29(wn + w22) + 2w> = 2mcb,

so that the above equation can be written

(36) 2q=(Px + p2)w.

§ 4.  General transformations of surfaces 2.

Moutard has established the following theorem : J Given two solutions

yjrx, sfr2, of an equation of the form

d2\!r

(37) dffdv = M+->
the equations

(88)     ¿(fl+;),^(%).      ¿(t,+í)--fí¿(|;).

* Bianchi, Lezioni, I, p. 173 ; German translation, p. 141.

tBlANCHi, Lezioni, I, p. 173 ; German translation, p. 141.

j Ibid., II, p. 69.
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are consistent, and the function yjr'x thus defined is such that

<39) d^v = ^offd'v\^J^'

By means of this theorem we shall establish a transformation of a surface 2 into

a surface 2, with the same spherical representation of its lines of curvature as a

transform Sx of S-

If we put

(40) w = e-'i¡r,

equation (9) becomes
d*-f        _   d2e*

'    ' dudv~~      dudv*'

which evidently is of the form (37).

Suppose now that we have given a surface 2 determined by a solution W of

equation (9) and a pair of functions A, w, giving a Thybaut transformation of

JS.    Hence two solutions of (41) aré

•y-, = e' w,        i]r2 = e* W.

Equations (38) reduce to

d d fW\ d d fW\
(42)   ô-(e^;) = e»i^(-),        --(¿w^) = - ¿»w2^ (-)

and the corresponding equation (39) is

^    ' dudv ~        dudv \w J*1'

The tangential equation of the surfaces 2, is evidently

If we put
„„. e"w .,
wx = -T+'x,

the equation for -ty'x reduces to (43), in consequence of equations (A) and (C).

Hence the function Wx, determined by the quadratures

d d fW\ d d fW\
(46)      S<W--^a¿(«)'        dv^W¿ = ^o-v\w)>

is a solution of equation (44).

The surface whose coordinates are of the form
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is therefore associate to the transform Sx of S by means of the functions eb,w.

If the expressions for X', X'x, X'2, given by (25) and (29) and of dWJdu,

dWx¡dvy be substituted in (46), it can be reduced to the form

<47) l = l; + (X'-X)B,
where we have put

,48,   i-l[^r1+(^^-^)-^-.,].

From (47) it is evident that the surfaces 2 and 2, are the sheets of th*

envelopes of spheres of radius B whose centers lie on the surface 2 defined by

<49) l = Ç-BX,        rj^V-BY,       l=r-BZ.

From these expressions we get by differentiation

'A-a*z,-iJz,     iß — MZ,-'*!,
du 1      du dv 2      dv

•where we have put for the sake of brevity

d2W    d0dW     d0dW

A- du2 +du   du ~dv   dv  +{W-Ji)e    ,

<49) B^e^--d^d^-+dld^- + (W-B)e--.
dv2       du   du      dv   dv       v '

But it is readily found from (48) that

dB_Adj>        dB_     Bdeb

du ~ w  du' dv to  dv'

so that the above equations can be written

From these expressions and similar ones for ^ and f we find that the direction-

cosines of the normal to the surface 2 are of the form

As defined, a surface 2 is the locus of the centers of spheres whose envelope

■consists of a surface 2 and its transform by means of a set of functions m, w, ef>.

Since the expression (51) for X involves only the latter functions, all the trans-

forms, by means of these functions, of the surfaces 2 correspond with parallelism

of tangent planes. And furthermore it follows from (50) that the tangents to

the parametric curves on these surfaces 2 are parallel ; hence the parametric

curves form a conjugate system.
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§ 5. Special cases.

We have seen that the minimal surfaces S and Sx are the sheets of the

envelope of a family of spheres. Now we shall show that this transformation

is the same as that just given for any surface 2.

From (30) and (25) we get

(52)    ^, = 2x,X'=(l-^)Tr-^[2cCX,|| + 2,X2^] + I.

If we differentiate the equation

W= IxX,
we get

dW dW
-=— = e^lxX.,        -s— = — e-'1xX„.
du * cv 2

When these values are substituted in (52) and (48), we have

w

in which case equations (47) reduce to (30'). Hence Sx is the transform of S

in the sense of the generalized transformation of any surface 2.

Let us now apply this transformation to the surface 20, that is, we have

W= w. From (45) it is seen that Wx<b is constant. Taking Wx = 1/cb we

get, as we have seen before, the surface 2,0 which determines the inverse

Thybaut transformation from Sx into S.    Now from (48) we have

From (34) it is seen that this expression may be written

Ä-^ + i),

which puts in evidence the reciprocal character of the transformation.

In consequence of equations (A) equations (45) can be written in the form

d W, dW deb

(45')
V     ; dW, dW deb

t-dv-^^-W + ^-^dv'

From this it is seen that if Wx and W are any functions satisfying this equation,

so also are Wx + a and W + a for all values of the constant a. Hence sur-

faces parallel to a given surface 2 are transformed into surfaces parallel to

2, and at the same distance.
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Suppose we have two solutions W and W of equation (9) and that the cor-

responding solutions of (45') are denoted by Wx and W'x. It is evident that

a W + o W is a solution of equation (9) for all values of the constants a, b,

and the corresponding solution of (45') is a Wx + b W[ ■ Hence the locus of a

point dividing in constant ratio the join of corresponding points on two sur-

faces 2, 2' is a surface of the same kind. And the transform of this locus

by means of the functions m, ef>, w, divides in the same ratio the join of corre-

sponding points of the transforms of 2 and 2' by means of the same functions.

When in particular W is w, then Wx is 1 fcb as we have seen. From this we

remark that by varying the constant of integration obtained from the quad-

ratures (45), we get the surfaces which divide in constant ratio the joins of

corresponding points on the surface for which the constant is zero, and the

surface 2,0 previously defined.

§ 6.  Theorem of permutability.

There is a theorem of permutability for the transformations of Thybaut very

similar to the theorem of permutability of the Bäcklund transformations, as

discovered by Bianchi. It is as follows : Given two transforms Sx and S2 of

a minimal surface S by means of transformations involving respective constants

mx, m2; there exists a minimal surface S' which is the Thybaut transform of

Sx and S2 by means of transformations involving the same constants in

inverse order.

This theorem is a direct result of a more general theorem due to Bianchi.*

Instead of considering the surfaces S, Sx, S2, we take their adjoints S, Sx, S2.

We have seen that S and Sx are sheets of an envelope of spheres whose centers

lie on a surface ; and the same is true of S and S2. Darboux has considered

pairs of surfaces which are the sheets of an envelope of spheres in such a way

that the two sheets are represented conformally upon one another ; he has found

that both the surfaces are isothermic and their lines of curvature correspond.

Bianchi * has made a profound study of these transformations of one iso-

thermic surface into another and has denoted such a transformation by Dm,

thus putting in evidence the constant m which appears in the equations. He

has established a theorem of permutability of these transformations which leads

to the theorem stated above. We shall write down the results of his investiga-

tion for the case where the given isothermal surface is minimal and refer the

reader to his memoir for their derivation.

The surfaces Sx and S2 are defined by equations of the form (30), when the

functions m,eb,w are replaced by mx, ebx, wx and m2, eb2, w2 successively. In

like manner transforms S' and S" of Sx and S2 respectively are defined by

Ricerche sulle superficie isoterme, ete., loe. cit.
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equations of the form

1 r e-* do' e-»1 deb', ~[

2     mx L w2   du     l        w2   dv     2

From (27) it follows that

(53) e-^-e»5,        e~^=e^;
9i 9,

and Xf\ X?\ J'";  X¡2\ X¡2\ X™;  are given by (25) and (29) when

<b,w,m are replaced by ebx, wx, mx and eb2, w2, m2 respectively.

Bianchi shows * that S' and S" coincide when

d> d>
w'x = -^ + (m2-mx)w2,        eb'x = ^k + (m2-mx)éî,

<54) » *

w2 = -f + (mi ~ m2)wi'        9Í = -¿- + (mx - m2)6x,

where

<55)

Moreover, the above functions satisfy fundamental equations for Sx and #2

similar to (A), (B), (C) for S.

From (21) it follows that the Thybaut transform of Sx by means of the above

functions is defined by equations of the form

e~01  fdeb', dé', \
x=xx+ — -, ( -p Xf - -P Xf ).

1     m2wx \ dv      *        du      2 )

By means of (53) we get

_$ deb'x 4>,    _$dcbx _,59i

du 9,w,       du      *   2        ''       ¿Hi *

(56)
ô9i       *i    _ a9i „->d±2.

dv      <Piwi"     èJv ~r ^"°2     "",'"     <3u

* Loo. cit., p. 119.   It must be remarked that Bianchi has put X=e-*(ö«/5»), p=e-»(d(f>/dv)

to reduce his formulae to the form, p. 119, and that his funotion a reduoes to w when S is minimal.
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Hence the above equation can be reduced to

(57) -[(«1*k-*i)^-(«H*,-«.)^]*;

+ g-a(?±'?!b_dA>?*l\x\.
\ dv   du      du   dv J     j

From (54) and (55) it follows that

W,9i = «>2<rV

Hence the right-hand member of equation (57) is symmetrical with respect to

the sets of functions mx, <f>,, wx ; m2,eb2,wJ. Consequently S1 is also the trans-

form of S2 by means of the functions mx, ef>'2, w'2.

It follows from (57) that S and S' coincide when mx = mt and only in this

case.

We sJiall now show that the theorem of permutability of Thybaut trans-

formations, as just derived, can be extended to the transformations, which we

have found, of surfaces with the same spherical representation of their lines of

curvature as S.

Given a surface 2 and as before denote by W the distance from the origin of

its tangent plane. By means of the functions (to,, p,, wf) and (to2, ef>2,w2) we

transform 2 into 2, and 2a respectively. Denote by Wx and W2 the distances

of the tangent planes of these respective surfaces from the origin ; these functions

are given by the quadratures (45)

d d fW\ d d fW\
(58) ^TT,)--^^-).       ^(9i^i) = e^(-),

d d fW\ d d fW\
(59) a-tt(92TT2)=-e^2ô-(-),        ^(cb2W2) = e2'^ (-).

By means of the functions (m2, <b'x, w'x ) and (to,, p2, w'2), given by (54) the

surfaces 2, and 2a can be transformed into surfaces with the same representation

of their lines of curvature as S'. We shall show that the two new surfaces

coincide.

In order that this may be true the function W, representing the distance

from the origin to the tangent plane to 2', must satisfy the four equations

w ¿(*;m-«-!K¿(f).   âc^')-4h r„(f >
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Similar to equations (A) we have the set

deb'. „A'.dw'. deb'. ,„<f>2 dw'.
~» _ g-2« Xi  _• "' =  _ g-2» ill _i ( t = 1    2 ) .

du ~ to2 du ' dv w2.  dv

If we make use of these equations and (56) in the result obtained by eliminating

dW ¡du from the first of equations (60) and (61), we can reduce it to the form

(62)  a'ik^~k^) ^'W'-aWH^-rni)(ebxWxw2-é2W2wx)]=Q,

where for the sake of brevity we have put

n'= *i + (m2- mi)<P2u\ = *2 + K - »»l)9l«>,.
(bo)

Sl=<Px + (m2- mx)ebxw2 = <E>2 + (to, - m2)eb2wx.

In like manner the elimination of d W ¡dv from the second of equations (60)

and (61) leads to

<64) n'(4^-^,)[n'Tr'~iiTr+(Bl,~W,)(*lTFlW,~*,1F,Wl):,"<)'

From (63) we get by differentiation

'=(mx-m2)e-2°(62Ô-^-éxÔA).

Hence il' cannot vanish unless ep2 is a function of </>,.    Moreover, it is only in

this case that the quantities in parentheses in (62) and (64) can vanish simul-

taneously.    Hence the expression in brackets in these two equations must

vanish, so that

(65) il'W = (m, - m.2)(ebx Wxw2 - eb2W2wf) + Í1W.

It is readily shown that this value of W satisfies equations (60) and (61).

Hence we have the following theorem of permutability :

If a surface 2 with isothermal representation of its lines of curvature be

transformed into two surfaces 2, and 22 of the same kind by means of trans-

formations Tm¡, Tm¡ respectively, there exists a surface 2' which is the trans-

form of 2, and 22 by transformations T'^, T'mx respectively; and this sur-

face can be obtained without quadratures.

We have seen that the surfaces 2 and 2, form the envelope of a doubly infi-

nite family of spheres whose centers lie on a surface 2, with a conjugate system

of lines in correspondence with the lines of curvature on 2. In like manner there

are surfaces 22, 2,, 22, which are the loci of the centers of the spheres envel-

an'
dv
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oped by the pairs of surfaces 2, 22; 2,, 2'; 22, 2' respectively. The trans-

formations which we have been considering can be looked upon as transforming

the surfaces 2,, 22, 2,, 22 into one another; we have consequently for these

transformations a theorem of permutability.

We have seen that all the surfaces 2, corresponding to transformations of

surfaces 2 by means of the same values of the functions to , é,w have a conju-

gate system in correspondence with the lines of curvature of the surfaces 2 ;

and the tangents to the curves of this system at corresponding points of two

surfaces 2, are parallel. Hence the congruences formed by joining correspond-

ing points of two of these surfaces 2, have their developable surfaces in corre-

spondence with the lines of curvature of the surfaces 2. We can, therefore,

look upon the above transformations as transformations of such a congruence

into another whose developables correspond to the devèlopables of the for-

mer. Furthermore, there is a theorem of permutability for these congruence

transformations.

The function w'x whose expression is given by (54) is a solution of the tan-

gential Laplace equation (44) for Sx. Hence there is a surface 2, determined

by this value of Wx. In order to determine the surface 2 of which it is the

transform by means of to, , <f>,, wx, we substitute its value (54) in equation (58)

and find that

W= (to2 — mf)w2.

In like manner it is found that the surface 2 determined by

W= (to, — mf)wx

is transformed by means of the functions m2, <f>2, w2 into the surface 22 whose

tangent plane is at the distance w'2 from the origin.

It is readily found from (48) that the radius of the spheres whose envelope is

formed of the surfaces 2 and 2, is given by Bx = m2 ®2¡wx i and for 2 and 22

B2= mx<Px¡w2.

§ 7.  Groups of eight surfaces 2.

Given a surface 2 and three surfaces 2,, 22, 23 transforms of it by trans-

formations Tx(wx, ebx, mf), T2(w2,eb2,m2), T3(ws, ef>3, m3). In consequence

of the theorem of permutability we can find without quadrature surfaces of the

same kind 2,2, 2M, 23,, which are transforms of the respective pairs of surfaces

(2,, 2S), (22, 2a), (2,, 2,). Thus a surface 2^ is the transform of 2 by

the successive application of transformations Tt, T'k or Tk, T\; consequently

2tt is the same surface as 2W. Consider now three surfaces 2(, 2tt, 2i;, where

k =f= I 4= i ; the surfaces 2tt and 2., are supposed to be obtained from 2. by

transformations T'j, T\ respectively. By the theorem of permutability there is

a fourth surface 2it which is the transform of 2rt by a transformation T'\ and
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of  2.j by a transformation T"k.    We  are  now going to  show that all the

surfaces obtained as 2iw and corresponding to a permutation of the subscripts

i, k, I are one and the same surface.

For the sake of brevity we put

(68, íií = e-,(^ + ̂ f+Ví,

Evidently Lik = Lki, for k =j= i.

Denote by (mx, w2X% eb2f) and (to3, tsa, cp^) the functions determining the

transformations which change 22 into two surfaces 22, and 2M respectively.

From (54) and (55) it follows that

_ LX2 — mxw2ebx — mjoxcb2 ^    _ LX2 — mxwxcb2—m2w2ebx
^21 —

(67)

-*T      "'     **"

L2i - msW2áS - KWA ± ¿23-TOäW3y2-TO2W293
wm = -ZL-' 923 ■■ -•23 92 W2

If we write the linear element of the spherical representation of 22, in the

form

da'x22 = e-M»(du2 + dv2),

it follows from (53) that
. w„ . L,. — m,w,eb, — to,m\ó„

(68) e-°» = e°* -f± = tr' ^-l-*P-2-^.
V    J 92i LX2-mxwxeb2-m2w2ebx

We denote by 2213, or 2^,, the surface which forms with 22, 22,, 2ffl a

quatern and write the linear element of its spherical representation in the form

da2\3 = e-2°™(du2 + dv2).

From (68) and (53) it follows that

(69) e-*™ = «-«* ^ = e> J=,

where we have put for the sake of brevity

(70)

*-'*(&£+t&,£)+«ä—."yfc-wAr
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From (67) we get by differentiation

_e-^ = LX2-mxW62-mxwAe_tdp )e_,^i
du eb2w2 du       v   l 2/       du

(71)

(72)

e_e¡ dp _ V^ZM. e-. ^ + (     _TO2)e-^,
öt> <f>2w2 do       v   *        2/       ¿fa

e-,.g9M ^ ¿, - m3w3eb2 - m3w2cb3 c_„ ¿92 _m)r,^

du eb2w2 du      V   3 2'        dw '

e-*, gjjs . Ja= "M - m3w2eb3e_edp _ d*3
cv <p2to2 f>ti      v   3       2/       tfv

Substituting these values and those from (67) in (70), we get

eb2J= (to, - to2)(to, - mf)*xLn + (m2 - mf)(m2 - mx)eb2L3X

+ ( m3 - to, ) ( to3 - to2 ) 93Z-12 - to, (to2 - to, ) sw,<f.293

- m2 ( m3 - to, ) 2w2ep3ebx - to3 ( to, - m2 ) V,9i92,

w2K= (to,- to2)(to,.- toJwjZ» + (»i2 - m3)(m2 - to,)w2£31

+ K -mi)(m3- m2)w3LX2 -mx(m2- m»)1?,»,»,

- to2(to3 - to,)292w3w, - to3(to, - m2)2eb3wxw2py2«/3^, —  '"3V—1 — "'2J   TVi-S'

Since these expressions are symmetric in the functions, (to,, 9,, to,),

(to2, 92, to2), (to3, 93, w3), it follows from (69) that all the surfaces 21W, for

any permutation of the subscripts i, k, I, have the same representation of their

lines of curvature. It remains for us to show that the function Wik , which

determines the distance from the origin to the tangent plane to 24i(, is likewise

symmetric in the above functions, in order to prove that all of these surfaces

21(H coincide.

As in (63) we put

Sl'21 = Ll2~ m^w^ - "V A •        n« = L* ~~ m^W2 ~ m*é*wi '

fl23 =L2i~ miWA - "Vi?« . fl23 = L2% - mAW2 ~ "»AWS •

Hence by (65) the functions W2X and WK determining the surfaces 22, and 2^

are given by
tt21n;, = (to, - to2)(9, wxw2 - 62w2wx) + n2, w,

W'A = K - «*)(*. W>. - 9.*>.) + "23^-

By analogy we have that W2X3 is such that

WmJ-{mt - to,)(9MWav>a - 921 W2XwJ + W2K,

which reduces to

^21392^= (mi - W2)(TO1 - mi)  Wl[L2l - ™292W3 ~ m393W2]

+ (»»2 - m3)(m2 - to,) W2[L3X - w393to, - to, 9,10,]

+ (m»-' *P,)(ms - to2) W3[LX2 - TO,9,to2 - TO292to,].

Tram. Am. Math. Soc. 13
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Since by ÇI2)ef>2J is symmetric in the functions (to,, 9,, to,), (m2, <f>2, w2),

(m3, 93, w3) and the right-hand number is evidently of this kind, it is true also

of W2X3. Hence 22,3 is a transform of 22, in two ways by means of transforma-

tions involving m3 ; and in like manner it is a transform of 2^ and 23,, each in

two ways, by means of transformations involving the constants to, and to2

respectively.

Thus we have groups of eight surfaces, with isothermal representation of their

lines of curvature, each of which is related to three others by transformations

involving three different constants, the constants being the same three for each

member of the group.

An immediate consequence of this result is the theorem.*

Given four surfaces 2, 2,, 22, 2,2 forming a quatern ; each of these sur-

faces can be transformed by a transformation involving a constant m3 differ-

ent from mx and m2 such that the new surfaces form a quatern also.

§ 8.  Surfaces with plane lines of curvature in both systems.

Surfaces whose lines of curvature in both systems are plane have isothermal

representation of these lines. For the curves upon the sphere must be circles

and consequently have constant geodesic curvature. Hence they form an iso-

thermal system.f Moreover, if the curves in one family of an isothermal system

have constant geodesic curvature, the same is true of the curves in the other

family. Hence the surfaces which we are about to consider are the only surfaces

with isothermal representation with plane lines of curvature.

An orthogonal system of circles on the sphere is obtained, in the most general

manner, by intersecting the sphere with two pencils of planes whoses axes are

polar reciprocal with respect to the sphere.^ There are two cases; Io, when

the axes are tangent to the sphere; 2°, when the axes are not tangent.

Io. By taking for axes the two tangents to the sphere at the point ( 0, 0, 1 ),

which are parallel to the axes Ox, Oy, the coordinates of the sphere can be

given in the form

an     y 2m Y 2v 7    u2 + v2~1
(<0) *-u2+v2+1> *-u*+v2+1> *-U*+tf+r

from which we get for the linear element

ntcs J.'2     Hdu2 + dv2)
(76) ds =(u2 + v2 + i-y

2°. If the axes are parallel to the axes Ox, Oy, and meet the axis Oz in the

* Bianchi (loc. cit., p. 127) has established a similar theorem for the transformations Dm

\ Bianchi, Lezioni, I, p. 210; German translation, p. 177.

t Ibid. I, p. 108 ; German translation, p. 81.
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points (0, 0, 1/a), (0, 0, a), the coordinates of the sphere are expressible thus

„      Vl — a2sin u VI — a2sinh v coau+acoshv

^    '       ~ cosh v + a cos u' — cosht>-|- a cos u' ~ cosh v + a cos u'

and the linear element is given by

,2     (1 - a2)(du2 + dv2)
(78) ( cosh u -f a cos « )2

From (76) and (78) it is seen that in either case e' is the sum of functions of

u and v alone, so that equation (41) reduces to

dudv

Consequently the most general solution of equation (9) is

(79) W=(U+V)e-°,

where Z7and T^are arbitrary functions of u and v alone.

We denote by Ux and Vx the values of these functions which give a function

to determining a Thybaut transformation ; thus

(80) to = (UX + Vf)e~9.

We consider the first case (75).    Now

u2 + v2 + 1
(81) e* =     +2 +    ,

and equations (A) reduce to

do       U2 + V2 + 1   TTI ITT   .„S

du-2-Ui -U(U* + F>)'

deb u2 + v2+l
Tv-±i±-v;+v(ifx+rx).

If these values be substituted in equations (B) and ( C), it is found that

M2 4- I)2 j. 1

me—±YJ^m(u-x-vx)-(uu; + vVx) + (u-x + rx)>

and

(82) Ux = a cosh V2mu,        Vx = ± a cos \/2mv,

where a is an arbitrary constant.

When, in the second case,

(cosh« + a cos«)
(83) e° =

l/l-a2
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equations (-¡4) reduce to

dA = e»U' + (U + V) aÚnU

d<b-      cey>  ■  (rr  ■  r)   »inhv
dv~     e Kl + (i/l+KlVr^a"2'

Proceeding as in the former case we find that we must consider separately the

case where to = \.

When to 4= h we ?e*

2to9 = —===== [(cosh v + a cos u ) ( Ux — Vx ) + 2 ( a sin u U'x — sinh v V'x )
VI — a

+ (UX+ Vx)(cosh v — a cos w)] ,

and

(84) <7, = acoah(V2m — lu), Vx = ± a cos (v 2to — lt>).

For the particular case to = J we find

2 , (U + V)
eb = 4aee +    , ( a sin u Ü", — sinh v V. ) -\-,' (cosh v — cos u)
r l/l-a2V L u       VI —a2 V y

and

(85) <7, = aM2 + a,ti+ a2, F, = av2 + bx v + b2,

where the constants of integration must satisfy the relation

(86) a2 + o2 = 4«(a2 + 62)

in order that equation (C) be satisfied.

When these values of 9 and w are substituted in (45) and W is replaced by

its expression (79), the function Wx determining the transform 2, of the given

surface 2 is given by quadratures. We can thus find all the transforms of sur-

faces with plane lines of curvature in both systems and from the theorem of

permutability it follows that all the transformations of these new surfaces are

given without quadrature.

We inquire now whether any of these transforms 2, have plane lines of cur-

vature in both systems. From (27) and (80) it follows that the linear element

of the spherical representation of the surfaces 2, is

(U -1- V\2
(87) da'2 = K   x ,2   '} (du2 + dv2).

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that the lines of curvature be plane

in both systems is that

— (* J\ - 0
duffv\Ux + VxJ-
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One finds that for both cases (81) and (83) this equation reduces to 9 U'x Vx = 0.

Hence either Ux or Vx is a constant.

Let Ux be a constant. This is not possible for the cases (82) and (84).

However, it is possible for (85) by taking a = a, = 0 ; it follows from (86) that

6, = 0 also. Hence Vx is a constant. Without loss of generality we can

take Ux + Vx = 1.    Now
QQ. cosh v — a cos u

(88) 9=- -.
VI — a2

Then the linear element (87) becomes

(89) djl2_(l-a2)(du2 + dv2)

1        (cosh v — a cos«)2 '

and by means of (25) it is found that

.. , VI — a2 sin u Vl — a2 sinh v cos u — a cosh v

^    ' cosh v — a cos u ' cosh«— acosw' coshti — a cos u

Equations (45) reduce in the present case to

l(<bwx) = -ir,     ¿(9Tr,) = r,

of which the integral is

6Wx=-(U-V) + 2cx,

where c, is a constant.   The expression (48) for the radius B of the sphere tan-

gent to 2 and 2, becomes

R = [a(sin« • U'—cos u- U)—sinh v ■ V'+coshu ■ V+cx (cosh t>-fa cos m] .

The functions A and B defined by (49') have now the forms

A = (U" + U- c,)e-»,       B = ( V" - V- c,)e"».

From (49) it follows that the coordinates of the center of the sphere are

I = f(U" + U- c,) cos udu,        v = f(V"- V- cx) coshvdv,

f =       *        f- (U"+U- cf) ainudu + a(V"-V- cx) sinhvdv.

Hence the locus of the centers of the spheres is a surface of translation whose

generating curves lie in planes parallel to the coordinate planes 1=0, rj = 0.

Moreover, the most general surfaces of translation of this kind can be defined

by equations of the above form. By repeating the steps in inverse order we

can establish the theorem :  Given a surface of translation generated by the
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motion of a plane curve when a point of the latter describea a second plane

curve whose plane is perpendicular to the plane of the former ; it ia. the locus

of the centers of a family of apheres which envelope two aurfocea with plane

linea of curvature in both families.

When a = 0 in (77), the curves u = const, on the sphere are great circles

with a common diameter and the curves v = const, are their parallels. From

(89) and (90) it is seen that the same curves serve for the representation of 2

and 2,, the correspondence being given by

X'-X,       Y'=Y,       Z'=-Z.

Now the surface 2 is a cylinder whose generators u = const, are parallel to the

y-axis. Moreover, the spheres whose centers lie on a generator have the same

radius.

Returning to the general case, a + 0, we get from equations (.4) and (88)

VI - a2
w =

cosh v + a cos u '

The coordinates of the surface 20 whose tangent plane is at the distance to from

the origin are

sin m cosh v —a cos u sinh v Vl — a2 cos u cosh v

^    ' cosh v + a cos u ' cosht)-fa cost*' cosh v + a cos u

We find that the fundamental functions for this surface have the values

cosh2v, 0, a2cos2u
F,F,G =

D,D',H' =

(cosh v + a cos m)2 '

— Vl — a2 cosh v, 0, Vl — a2 a cos u

(coshu + a cos m)2

From these expressions it is seen that the centers of curvatures of the surface

are defined by

.        cosh v   _ a cos u   ,,.

and similar expressions for the y and z.

Replacing the various terms in the right-hand members by their values from

(77) and (91), we get

xx = 0,        y, = — sinh v,        a, =- cosh v,
VI — a*

A cos«

VI-a 2
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Hence when a 4= 0 the surface of centers consists of the two focal conies

*, = <>,        (l-a2)Z2-a2y2 = l,

y2 = 0, x22+(l-a2)z¡ = l.

And when a — 0 the surface of centers reduces to the y-axis and the circle

y2 = 0,        x\ + z\ = l.

From this it follows that the surfaces 26 are the cyclides of Dupin.

§ 9. Surfacea 2 with aphericdl linea of curvature in one ayatem.

Enneper* has shown that the necessary and sufficient condition that the lines

of curvature v = const, be spherical is that the following relation obtain

VF = B cos o- ■ ̂- + B sin cr -^ ¿ —,
Pi V G &o  Pi

where /», and p2 are the principal radii of curvature, B the radius of the sphere

and cr the angle under which the latter cuts the surface ; both B and <r are

functions of v alone.    For the surfaces 2

VE=-Pxe-\  VG = Pl-e->,

so that the above equation becomes

,— d0
(92) yE=oe-» + ß^,

where a and ß are functions of v alone.

We consider first the case where 2 is a minimal surface ; now (92) becomes

*-« + *£*.

If this be difieren ted with respect to u, we get

d2    .
«» == ß:

du dudv

Eliminating ß from this equation and its derivative with respect to u, we get

d0   d*0       80   d20      /^Y<^
V    / du du2dv ~ du2 dudv ~ \du J dv ~

This equation is satisfied by solutions of the equation

d2

dudv
e» = 0,

♦Göttinger Naohriohten, 1868, p. 421 ; Bianchi, Lezioni, II, p. 304.
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that is, when the lines of curvature in both systems are plane. Excluding this

case, every common solution of equations (3) and (93) determines a minimal

surface whose lines of curvature v = const, are spherical. Dobrxner * showed

that there are minimal surfaces of this kind and found the expressions for their

coordinates in the Weierstrass form ; they involve ¿¿-functions.

In a similar manner it can be shown that when 0 is a solution of equation (3)

and of

de &e    86 &e    ^l(dl\a_Q
^    ' dv dudv2     dv2 dudv     du \dv ) ~   '

the lines of curvature u = const, on the corresponding minimal surface are

spherical.

In order to consider the case where 2 is not a minimal surface we remark

that the functions E and G are determined by the equations

1   dVF    dB 1   dVG    d0
V^}   dv    ~ dv VF   du    ~ du'

If the expression (92) for E be substituted in the first of these equations, we get

(95) VG = (a'e- + ßg) (™Y+ ß'- «-.

where the accents denote differentiation with respect to v. Substituting this

value in the second of the above equations, we get

'   »( d'$       de d0\_a[dd  d>0        Sf   P6_dê/d$\n
*    ' \dudv      du dv )        |_ dv dudv2     dudv dv2~ du\du) \

Comparing this equation with (94) we see that if the lines of curvature

u = const, on the minimal surface S are spherical, the lines of curvature

v = const, are spherical on the surfaces with the same representation as S and

for which E and G are given by

,— d6 — d2dfdB\-1
(97) VE = oe- + ß^,        VG = ß--oe- + ß^(-^)

where now a is any constant and ß any function whatever of v. When in par-

ticular a = 0, it follows from (92) that the spheres upon which the curves

v = const, lie cut the surface orthogonally ; and for any other value of a the

projection of the radius of the sphere upon the tangent plane is constant.

If equation (96) be differentiated with respect to u and d and ß be eliminated

*Die Minimalflächen mit einem System sphärischer Krümmungslinien, Acta Mathematics, vol.

10 (1887), pp. 146-162.
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we get the equation of condition

_,/ d20      d0d0\ d0   80 df0 80 d6ld6V

\dudv      du dv J ' dv dudv2 dudv dv2 du\dv)

ar    / d*6   S0d0\i z fd0 d*0 d20 d20 d0/d0\n

?w|_      \dudv    dudv)y du\_ dvdudv2 dudvdv2 du\dv ) J

(98) = 0.

Given a solution of this equation which is also a solution of equation (3),

there is an infinity of surfaces 2 with the given spherical representation of their

lines of curvature and for which the curves v = const, are spherical. The fun-

damental functions are given by (97) in which a is an arbitrary function of v

and ß is determined by (96).

In particular, if 0 be a solution of (93) it satisfies (98) ; that is, when the

curves v = const, are spherical on a minimal surface there are an infinity of

surfaces 2 with the same spherical representation for which the curves v = const,

are spherical.

From (92) it follows that the coordinates £, n, Ç of a point on one of the sur-

faces 2 with spherical lines of curvature v = const, are given by quadratures of

the form

2-(^+4?)*.-¿<«*+«).i
hence

(99)    C=aX+ßX2 + Vx,      v = aY+ßY2 + Vt,      K=^Z+ßZi+Vi,

where Vx, V2, V3 are functions of v alone.    But from (95) we have

\ dv

Substituting the above value of f, we get

8*6
3ff a'tr' + ß-g-s

(10°)       vi-ßea*i + —arE!Lx*-v + 0r')x'
du

It is readily verified that the expression on the right is a function of v alone.

Hence the functions Vx, Vt, Vs, and consequently the surfaces 2, can be found

by quadratures.

Princeton, June, 1906.


